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musical applications of fuzzy logic - musical applications of fuzzy logic peter elsea june 25, 2011 domain,
or may be trapezoidal, with 0 membership at the ends of the domain, and membership of 1 at one or more
intermediate loci ( or vice versa). time-varying filters for musical applications - fau - time-varying filters
for musical applications aaron wishnick izotope, inc., cambridge, massachusetts, usa awishnick@izotope
abstract a variety of methods are available for implementing time-varying digital ﬁlters for musical
applications. the considerations for mu-sical applications differ from those of other applications, such as
speech ... some musical applications of minimal graph cycles - some musical applications of minimal
graph cycles proposal page 3 and/or similarity.4 graphs of row pairs can be used to compose music that has
pair-wise pc affinity since each pc can only move to at most two other pcs. music composed from 2018
musical theatre program application university of ... - 2018 musical theatre program application
university of utah, department of theatre **on-campus auditions: saturday, february 17, 2018 • on-line
registration due february 12, 2018. complete on-line registration, pay the fee, and bring application materials
to the audition. musical applications of electric field sensing joseph a ... - although different
applications of capacitive sensing have occasionally appeared in various special performances over the last
decades [e.g., shapiro and patterson 1972], most incarnations of capacitive measurement for musical
applications since the theremin have been in touch-sensitive keyboards. one of the most refined examples is in
the musical l-systems - stelios manousakis - systems that generate musical structures. the algorithm is a
recursive, biologically inspired string rewriting system in the form of a formal grammar, which can be used in a
variety of different fields. the various sub-categories of l-systems are presented, following a review of the
musical applications by other reaserchers. a new model for ... a system for computer music performance a system for computer music performance david p. anderson university of california, berkeley and ron kuivila
wesleyan university a computer music performance system (cmps) is a computer system connected to input
devices (including musical keyboards or other instruments) and to graphic and audio output devices. a linear
algebra and music - mit - in this project you will see how to use linear algebra to understand music and
other types of sound. specifically, you will see that a given sound can be viewed as elements of a linear space
and its coordinates relative to a carefully chosen orthonormal basis will explain many different properties of
the sound. the mathematics of musical instruments - uh - the mathematics of musical instruments rachel
w. hall and kre simir josi c august 29, 2000 abstract this article highlights several applications of mathematics
to the design of musical instru-ments. in particular, we consider the physical properties of a norwegian folk
instrument called the willow ute. the willow
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